We have imagined a numerical experiment to explore the onset of turbulent intermittency associated with a spatial perturbation of the correlation length. We place two isotropic regions, with different integral scales, inside a volume where the turbulent kinetic energy is initially uniform and leave them to interact and evolve in time. The different length scales produce different decay rates in the two regions. Since the smaller-scale region decays faster, a transient turbulent energy gradient is generated at the interface between the two regions. The transient is characterized by three phases in which the kinetic energy gradient across the interface grows, peaks and then slowly decays. The transient lifetime is almost proportional to the initial ratio of the correlation lengths. The direct numerical simulations also show that the interface width grows in time. The velocity moments inside this interaction zone are seen to depart from their initial isotropic values and, with a certain lag, the anisotropy is seen to spread to small scales. The longitudinal derivative moments also become anisotropic after a few eddy turnover times. This anisotropic behaviour is different from that observed in sheared homogeneous turbulent flows, where high transverse derivative moments are generated, but longitudinal moments almost maintain the isotropic turbulence values. Apart from the behaviour of the energy gradient transients, the results also show the timescaling of the interface diffusion width, and data on the anisotropy of the large and small scales, observed through one-point statistics determined inside the intermittency sublayer, which is associated with the interaction zone.
Introduction
In recent years, the Kolmogorov postulate on local isotropy (PLI) has been examined by means of laboratory and numerical experiments ( [1] - [10] ). The current phenomenological interpretation of real turbulent flows is based on this postulate, which maintains that turbulence in fluids can achieve a universal state at small scales where fluctuations are supposed to become statistically isotropic, and as a consequence universal. The contravention of this postulate implies that small scales in a turbulent system interact directly with larger scales. Thus, a sort of long-term interaction occurs and is able to induce anisotropy on the small scales, according to the symmetry properties of the system. Direct communication between large and small scales at the same time undermines the concept of small-scale universality and that of energy cascade. The problem remains on how to examine the effects of large-scale anisotropy on small scales. The answer is to examine statistics that are sensitive to flow anisotropy.
The main way of verifying the PLI is based on turbulence studies at very high Reynolds numbers (Re ∼ 10 4 and greater). For example, a popular way of measuring small-scales anisotropies is to obtain the Re dependence of the isotropic and anisotropic statistical observables on the basis of velocity gradients.
The relationship between intermittency and small-scale anisotropy is considered to determine whether small-scale isotropy is restored at very high Reynolds numbers. The set-up often used to test the return to isotropy is a homogeneous shear flow in which the large-scale mean velocity has a linear profile. In many previous works (e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13] ), researchers looked at the increments in the streamwise (x direction) k E(k)/E is generated as
are two homogeneous and isotropic fields with integral scales ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 , p(
is a smoothing function; cf is a correction introduced to obtain a uniform energy distribution:
) is a spatial modulation in the smoothing region and f is a random field with zero mean and uniform variance F 2 . The value of F 2 is chosen a posteriori in order to generate a uniform energy level E. The coefficient a in function p(x) is equal to 11 if the matching variable is normalized on the correlation length ℓ 1 ( tanh a(x − L/2/ℓ 1 )) and is equal to 400 if the matching variable is normalized on L (tanh a(x − L/2/L)). (b) Initial distribution of the average turbulent kinetic energy.
fluctuating velocity, u, in the direction of the mean shear S ∂U/∂y , where y is the transverse direction and U (y) is the mean velocity.
The effect of the Reynolds number on turbulence small-scale anisotropy and intermittency is considered in an attempt to separate large and small scales, with respect to their size and energy, in order to reduce the probability of mutual communication, Although Taylor scale Reynolds numbers of 10 3 (equivalent to a turbulence Reynolds number based on the integral scale of 10 5 ) can be achieved in the laboratory, it is argued [14] that there is still a need to conduct experiments and computations at even higher Reynolds numbers to resolve the outstanding basic and applied issues in turbulence.
In our opinion, this is not the only approach that can be used to test the PLI. Another approach is to focus on flows at a given Taylor scale Reynolds number and to slightly perturb the state of homogeneity and isotropy to see how and to what extent the perturbation is felt by the small scales during the transient. This method is inspired by the Initial Value Problem in stability theory [15, 16, 17] , where the basic laminar flow is arbitrarily perturbed by an infinitesimal perturbation with a given wavenumber. The mildest perturbation that can be conceived without forcing the turbulence (i.e. without introducing a production of kinetic energy in the system) is that of varying the correlation length of the turbulence in the space, while avoiding the generation of a mean shear. As known, the coupling of shear with fluctuation is a source of kinetic energy.
In order to achieve this situation, we consider a numerical experiment in which we follow the time decay of a turbulent flow with an initially uniform distribution of turbulent kinetic energy, but where the integral scale has been varied slightly in two adjacent regions. The two regions are characterized by different spectrum shapes in the low wavenumber range, one almost k 2 and the other close to k 4 [18, 19] . Thus, we have a condition where we can observe a different decay generated by the scale inhomogeneity. This simple configuration allows us to investigate the generation of large-scale and small-scale anisotropy arising from the different decay rates of the two interacting isotropic fields, [20] - [24] . The different decay exponents shown by the two fields generate an energy step, and thus a layer where the flow is neither homogeneous nor isotropic. Thus, the system is characterized by the simultaneous presence of a scale and an energy gradient. No mean velocity gradient is present. No preferential direction is induced by the mean flow gradient [25, 26] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the DNS method, the simulation conditions and 3 the turbulence characteristics. Section 3 is devoted to the general lineaments of the temporal evolution of the interaction layer. Section 4 presents an analysis of the transient lifetime, in which the onset, growth, peaking and decay of anisotropy and of the kinetic energy gradient can be observed. Scaling laws that link the velocity and velocity derivative skewness and kurtosis are proposed, on the basis of best fitting of the results, produced by three simulations parametrized by the ratio of the correlation lengths of the two isotropic interacting fields (ℓ 1 /ℓ 2 = 1.5, 2.1, 2.8). We also discuss the difference with the anisotropy present in homogeneous shear flows. The Reynolds number, based on the Taylor microscale of the interacting fields, varies from 70 to 150, when the correlation length is varied from 0.8 to 2.8 cm. Section 5 provides the conclusions.
Method
The scheme of the flow and of the computational domain can be seen in figure 1 , part a. The initial conditions are obtained by matching two isotropic fields, obtained from simulations of homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, which have different correlation lengths. These were obtained by using a high pass filter on the velocity field, see [27] and the spectra in figure 1c . Three simulations, with three different ratios of the initial integral scale, 1.5, 2.1 and 2.8, have been carried out. The Reynolds numbers, based on the Taylor microscale of these fields, vary from 70 to 150, with a variation of the correlation length from 0.8 to 2.8 cm [25, 26] . The matching is made over a layer with an initial width of the same order as the correlation lengths ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 [27, 28] . The flow is assumed to be contained in a parallelepiped with an aspect ratio of 2 (4π × (2π)
2 ) and cyclic boundary conditions are applied to all the spatial directions. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved using a pseudo-spectral Fourier-Galerkin method with an explicit fourth-order time integration [29] . The domain is discretized using 1200 points in the inhomogeneous direction, x, and 600 points in the other homogeneous y 1 and y 2 directions.
The initial condition is generated as
, where u 
) /2 is the matching function and c(x)f (x) is a correction introduced to obtain a uniform energy distribution across the interaction layer, see part a of 2. This correction is the product of a spatial modulation of the matching region c = 1−(p 1/2 +(1−p) 1/2 ) and a random field f (x) with zero mean and uniform variance F 2 . The value of F 2 is chosen a posteriori in order to generate a uniform energy level E throughout the initial matching layer, see part b) of figure 2 . Length L is the domain size in the x direction and a is a constant, which is chosen in order to have an initial transition layer that is no larger than the integral scale. This kind of correction is not necessary in the experiments where the energy gradient is imposed by the initial conditions [27, 28] . Field u (1) was obtained from the HIT database by Toschi, see http//mp0806.cineca.it/icfd.php and also ref. [5] . Field u (2) has been obtained by filtering out the lowest wavenumbers in u (1) (up to k = 6); see [27] . This field was then been used as the initial condition for a numerical integration of the Navier-Stokes equations which lasts approximately a couple of eddy turnover times and restores the properties relevant to a Navier-Stokes field. The matched velocity field u i is then projected onto the solenoidal space in order to enforce incompressibility.
The turbulent field u
has a Taylor microscale Reynolds number equal to 150 and is the same in all the simulations, which differ according to the smaller-scale flow u (2) i . The three-dimensional spectra of the initial conditions are shown in figure 1(c). The flows have the same global energy and the different slopes of the large-scale range of the spectra generate different integral scales. Due to the use of periodic boundary conditions, there are two matching layers in the computational domain, see again part a of figure 1. Directions y 1 and y 2 in this flow configuration remain statistically homogeneous during the decay, so that all the statistics can be computed using plane averages in these homogeneous directions.
Time evolution of the interaction layer
In this experiment, we have a situation in which it can be observed that the introduction of an inhomogeneity of the correlation length in an otherwise homogeneous turbulence is sufficient to induce an 
) has values of 0.75 and 0.25. E 1 and E 2 are the energies in the two homogeneous regions. Time has been normalized with the average eddy turnover time
Comparison data from wind tunnel experiments by Veeravalli and Warhaft [32] and from two-dimensional simulations [34] are also shown. inhomogeneity in the kinetic energy during the decay. This is a general feature that can be observed in all the present simulations. In figure 1 (b) , it is possible to see the gradual time differentiation of the portions of two flows in the central region of the simulation. In this case, the integral scale ratio is 2.8. The flows with smaller integral scales decay faster and show higher decay exponents, see figure 3 . The decay exponent of the larger-scale flow, whose low wavenumber spectrum has a k 2 slope, is -1.15, a result which is close to Saffman's prediction [18, 20] . The other decay exponents are -1.3, when the integral scale is reduced by 1.5, -1.46 when it is reduced by 2.1 and -1.65 when is reduced by 2.8, a situation where the low wavenumber spectrum approaches a k 4 slope; see 1(b) and the inset in figure 3 (a) . As a consequence, the ratio between the energies in the two regions, initially equal to 1, increases during the whole simulation ( figure 3 (b) ). During the decay, the large correlation length scale flow also becomes the most energetic one, and an energy gradient, always concurrent with the integral scale gradient, soon emerges, as shown in figure 4 . The concurrent presence of the gradients, the kinetic energy and the integral scale, in the absence of a mean shear, leads to intermittency and enhances turbulent transport [27, 28] , as discussed in the next section.
The time evolution of the kinetic energy gradient is plotted in figure 4 (a) . This gradient is maximum after about one initial eddy turnover time τ = ℓ 1 /E 1/2 1 , which is defined on the initial scales of the field that has the largest correlation length (E 1 is the initial turbulent kinetic energy and ℓ 1 the correlation length).
This gradient then gradually decays because the difference between energy levels 1 and 2 also decays in time, see 3 (a). Furthermore, the interaction length increases, see 4 (b). It can be noticed that the morphology of this transient is very similar to a pattern that is often encountered when observing three-dimensional asymptotically stable linear perturbations in sheared steady flows [30, 16, 17] . Here, however, the lifetime is much shorter than the typical lifetime of hydrodynamic stability, where this kind of transient can last hundreds, even thousands, of base flow timescales. However, at the basic level, the generation-growth-decayextinction cycle of intermittency can be considered common in real turbulent flows and representative at a local (zonal) regional level. Local perturbations, associated with more or less intense spatial and temporal variations of the correlation length, are in fact standard features in turbulence. In our opinion, they can be considered analogous to arbitrary perturbations in the hydrodynamic stability theory.
Interaction lifetime, width, intermittency, and anisotropy
The interaction that we consider can be interpreted as a long-term interaction, since the two isotropic fields are initially separated by a layer which is as thick as the larger correlation length ℓ 1 . The first thing which should be noticed is the onset of a step variation of the turbulent energy from the initial flat distribution. One is therefore tempted to derive a general notion of dynamics: a sufficient condition for producing gradients of energy by nonlinear interaction is the presence of variations of the correlation lengths. The mechanism is associated with the different decay exponents that the turbulence shows in the first decade of eddy turnover times on the basis of different correlation lengths. We should recall that the larger the correlation length, the smaller the decay exponent n, E(t) ∼ t n . A synthesis of the decay properties is presented in figure 3 (a) as a function of time and of the correlation scale ℓ. The inverse relationship between n and the Taylor microscale Reynolds number is shown in the inset. The increase in the energy ratio across the interaction layer with time and with the gradient of the initial correlation length is presented in figure  3 (b). It should be mentioned that, at a constant instant, for instance t/τ 1 = 6, a doubling of this scale gradient produces a quadrupling of the energy ratio, see the inset. The effect of this phenomenology is therefore very pronounced, and should be observable and measurable in the laboratory.
The interaction lifetime is finite and can be better described in terms of the energy gradient that starts to be generated at the beginning of the interaction, see figure 4 a and b. The gradient intensity is proportional to the ratio (gradient) of the correlation length and the maximum value is reached in a range of time which is inversely proportional to the gradient intensity. After the peak of the transient evolution is reached, a long decay phase appears, which is due, on one hand, to the growth in the width of the layer, and on the other, to the self-decay of the energy of the two isotropic fields. By extrapolating the instants in which the energy gradient becomes zero, on the basis of the results produced over the first 10 simulation timescales (see in particular the log-linear version of the decay in figure 4(b) ), it is possible to see that the lifetime increases almost proportionally to the initial scale ratio; see the inset in figure 4(a) .
This result can be understood and verified by observing the evolution in the diffusion thickness ∆ of the interaction layer. In figure 4 b, data from the present simulations are compared with data from a 3D reference simulation over the same computational domain (the energy ratio is here 6.6, with the two isotropic fields sharing the same integral scale [33] ), with data from one 2D simulation, with an energy ratio equal to 6.7 and a uniform integral scale [34] , and with data from a wind tunnel laboratory experiments [32] of shearfree turbulent mixings with a ratio of 6.7. The mixing self-diffusion thickness ∆ is conventionally defined as the distance between the points where (E(x, t) − E 1 (t))/(E 2 (t) − E 1 (t)) has values of 0.75 and 0.25. E 1 and E 2 are the energy in the two homogeneous regions. The time has been normalized to the average eddy turnover
. We can observe that the diffusion lengths of the present simulations collapse very well with this normalization and grow in a slower manner (∆ ∼ t 0.31 ) than in the case where the initial energy gradient is nonzero. Data related to a case with an energy gradient of about 0.45 J/(kg m), that is, ℓ 1 /ℓ 2 = 6.7, are shown in figure 4 b. ∆ ∼ t 0.46 and a good agreement between the simulation and laboratory results are observed in three dimensions. There is therefore an evident damping of the turbulent self-diffusion when passing from two-dimensional to three-dimensional dynamics. In the latter case, an efficient driving is the initial presence of the energy gradient; if this is lacking, the mild nonhomogeneity associated with the presence of an integral scale gradient still promotes diffusion, though at a lower rate. During the transient, the two isotropic flows interact under both the initial macroscale gradient and the newly developed energy gradient, and develop an intermittent sublayer which shows lineaments similar to those found in shearless mixings, with an initially imposed energy gradient that has already been discussed in [27, 28, 32] . In two dimensions, where the inverse cascade is active, ∆ ∼ t 0.7 . It should be noted, that, at present,a comparison with laboratory results is not yet available for either the present or the 2D numerical experiment. Large-scale intermittency can be observed, looking at the velocity fluctuation u in the x direction, which is the component of the velocity vector that is responsible for the energy transport across the mixing. By introducing the skewness S = u 3 /(u 2 ) 3/2 and the kurtosis K = u 4 /(u 2 ) 2 , we can observe this intermittency through the time evolution of the peak value of S and K inside the mixing layer, see figure 5 . One can observe that the position of this peak moves, with respect to the centre of ∆, towards the small correlation length side, see [28, 27] . The simulations start from a situation in which the statistics are closer to the isotropic ones, that is, a skewness 0 and a kurtosis close to 3. It is possible to observe the gradual generation of intermittency in fig.5 . It is interesting to note that, when the skewness and kurtosis values are plotted in the (S, K) plane ( figure 5(c) ), all the three-dimensional simulations in part follow the same path, even through they individually present different growth rates and consequently tend to reach different levels of intermittency. We observe a quadratic relationship K(S) = 3 + 2.5S 2 in this plane. In the case in which the energy gradient drives the interaction from the very beginning, we can observe an accumulation point (S ∼ 7, K ∼ 4.5), which can be interpreted as an asymptotic temporal condition.
The intermittent behaviour is not limited to the large scales, i.e. the velocity moments. In fact, after a few initial eddy turnover times, the longitudinal derivative skewness, which is a normalized dimensionless measure of the average rate of enstrophy generation by vortex stretching, is also increased beyond the typical isotropic turbulence range of values. Figure 6 shows an example of the spatial distribution of the longitudinal derivative skewness and kurtosis of the velocity component u along the inhomogeneous direction x, that is, S ∂u/∂x = (∂u/∂x) 3 / (∂u/∂x)
and K ∂u/∂x = (∂u/∂x) 4 / (∂u/∂x) 2 2 , in the most intermittent configuration, that is, the one in which the initial integral scale ratio is equal to 2.8. The most noticeable feature is that the negative value of the longitudinal derivative skewness, whose magnitude is linked to the spectral energy transfer towards small scales, reaches a magnitude above 0.5, that is, a value which would only be present in isotropic turbulence at much higher Reynolds numbers [2, 31, 9] . This occurs together with the increase in intermittency that is visible in the kurtosis distribution. The longitudinal derivative moments in the directions normal to the interaction layer are also modified. It should be noted that these directions are directions along which the field remains homogeneous. If we look at S ∂v/∂y = (∂v/∂y) 3 / (∂v/∂y) (directions y 1 and y 2 are statistically equivalent), both the skewness and kurtosis show a moderate departure from the values of the neighbouring isotropic regions. We can observe a moderate reduction in the magnitude of the skewness and an increase in the kurtosis (figure 6). Such variations of skewness and the derivative are not constant, as could be expected, because the large-scale features that generate the layer are time evolving. Their extreme values are an indication of the departure of the small scale turbulence from the isotropic state, which is observable even in this very mild instance of nonhomogeneity. Figures 7(a-c) shows the time evolution of these peaks after the fluctuations in the statistics distributions visible in 6 have been filtered out. It is evident that, in all the configurations, the variation in the derivative skewness in the inhomogeneous (x) and homogeneous y 1 , y 2 ) directions has an opposite sign: the modulus of S ∂u/∂x increases, while the modulus of S ∂v/∂y decreases. The ratio between these two skewness factors increases with time and with the imposed initial scale ratio. For instance, it can be observed that, within about a lapse of about 6-7 timescales, the ratio between the thickness of the longitudinal derivative in the inhomogeneous direction and those in the normal directions (directions along which the field remains homogeneous) increases from 1 to 1.35, when the scale ratio is close to 2, and to 1.64, when the scale ratio is close to 3 (see figure 7(b) ). This differentiation of the behaviour of the longitudinal derivative, in the energy gradient direction and in the directions normal to it, is qualitatively the same as in the case of the interaction of two isotropic turbulent flows with an imposed energy gradient [33] , and seems to be a general feature of an interaction layer in the absence of shear. At the same time, the kurtosis levels also differentiate, but even through the inhomogeneous direction shows a slightly higher level of intermittency, the difference is much less marked and never exceeds 30%. It can be noted that the maximum kurtosis variation is about 25% of the isotropic value, while the maximum skewness is about 50% of its isotropic value. The interaction between the two decaying isotropic turbulent flows has a greater impact on the third moment than on the fourth order moment. We can conclude that the anisotropy exists at small scales as well as at large scales in the interaction layer between these two flows; the large-scale anisotropy introduced by the initial conditions gradually spreads to the small scales. However, this kind of anisotropy is different from the kind that can be observed in shear flows, see for example [11, 12] . Here, the main effect is the differentiation of the behaviour of the transverse derivative skewness compared to the longitudinal skewness in the direction of the mean shear (it should be pointed out that those in the normal directions were not been discussed in the previously cited papers). Here, on the contrary, the transport has a negligible effect on the transverse derivative moments, which always remain close to their isotropic values. The conclusion that the postulate of local isotropy is untenable (PLI), both at dissipation and inertial scales, was also reached in [11] . This is because the odd order moments of the increments of δu(y) are nonzero, exhibiting scaling ranges, and the skewness structure function has a value ∼ 0.5, indicating that in the inertial subrange significant anisotropy is evident even at the third-moment level. Moreover, the fifth-order and seventh-order inertial subrange skewness structure functions are of the order of 10 and 100, respectively, at least to Re λ . The approach is usually therefore to check the PLI at various moments with an increase in the control parameter, Re λ . In the present work, we approach the PLI question from a different perspective. We consider the effect of milder and milder nonhomogeneity on turbulence anisotropy. For third-order and fourth-order order velocity and velocity derivative moments, we always observe that a substantial degree of anisotropy can be measured. As a synthesis for the anisotropy structure for the small scales, one can consider the best fitting relations in figure 7e that link the maxima of the kurtosis and skewness of the velocity derivatives across and along the self-interaction region (note the opposite slopes).
Conclusions
In conclusion, the numerical experiment that we have performed shows three main results. First, nonlinear interaction is a powerful process that is able to transform a slight inhomogeneity in the correlation length into a kinetic energy step. The interaction can be considered as a long-range one because, initially, the two isotropic fields are separated by a matching distance which is of the order of the largest integral scale.
Second, the interaction builds a sublayer of high intermittency. In fact, the layer which is produced at the interface between the two initial fields is preceded by this sublayer, which involves not only large scales, but also small scales, and, in particular, their anisotropy.
Third, the structure of the anisotropy, in this flow configuration, is rather particular. It is easy to observe third-order and fourth-order one-point statistical moments, for either the velocity or velocity derivatives statistics, which follow the structure of the initial condition. The longitudinal derivative skewness gradually departs from the values that can be expected in an isotropic situation. An appreciable differentiation can also be observed between the different directions: the skewness in the direction crossing the interaction layer (the direction of inhomogeneity, x) increases in magnitude, while it decreases in the direction parallel to the layer. For the kurtosis, the peak value across the layer is higher for the longitudinal derivative along the inhomogeneous direction.
It should be noted that the anisotropy described here is different from that of most anisotropic turbulent flows investigated, that is, homogeneous sheared turbulence. In those flows the mean shear creates anisotropy at both large and small scales, which is visible on the generation of large odd transverse moments of the velocity derivative. However, shear has little impact on longitudinal derivatives. In the present situation, the mean velocity is uniform and thus there is no production of turbulent kinetic energy. Departure from local isotropy can be indicated by remarkable difference between the values taken by the longitudinal derivative moments in the directions normal and parallel to the shearfree mixing.
Finally, in this work we have obtained quantitative data on the lifetime and formation timescale of the transients, maximum energy gradient and interaction layer width as a function of the correlation length ratio. 
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